
Pre-Performance Guide

HOLD 
THESE 
TRUTHS  
“ The internment was something 
I couldn’t accept myself and still 
maintain an honest feeling that  
I was a proud American citizen.  
I wasn’t. Unless I took a stand.” 

— Gordon Hirabayashi
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People’s Light
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I am going to People’s Light to see a play called HOLD THESE 

TRUTHS. This show will have one actor.  The show will also 

have light and sound effects. 
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Masks

I will see signs to remind me to wear my mask while I visit 

the theatre. Masks protect me and others from the COVID-19 

virus.  I will keep my mask on the entire time I am inside the 

theatre. I can take my mask off if I am in the lobby eating or 

drinking or outside. 
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People’s Light will have a Chill Space where I can relax. I can 

visit the Chill Space whenever I want. 

Chill Space
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Lights will strobe at the beginning and at the end of the play.  

If the lights are too bright or too fast, I can close my eyes while 

the lights are bright or strobing. I can also wear my sunglasses. 

Light Effects
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Sound Effects

Some sounds will be surprising or loud. I will hear the sound 

of a gunshot when an actor pretends to shoot a dog. During the 

play, it looks like Gordon is arguing with himself but he is going 

back and forth between playing himself and playing his mother.  

The shouting and arguing can get loud. The sound of jail doors 

opening and closing is very squeaky. And the sound of traffic 

can be loud.  If any sound bothers me, I can cover my ears. 
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Gordon Hirabayashi

The main actor of the play is Gordon Hirabayashi. Gordon was 

a real Japanese-American man who lived during World War II.   

When the U.S. goes to war with Japan, the U.S. government 

issues laws forcing Gordon’s family and other Japanese-

Americans to leave their homes and live in prison camps.   

The play is about Gordon challenging these laws as unlawful.  
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The actor playing Gordon also acts out other characters in the 

play.  Those characters include:

• His Mom and Dad. 

• A man who calls Gordon a racial slur and shoots a dog.

• Gordon’s friends. 

• Esther Schmoe, whom Gordon eventually marries. 

• A woman who sells tickets to a museum in New York City. 

Other Characters

Gordon’s Mom
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Other Characters

• Woody Woodbury, the director of the campus YMCA. 

•  Another YMCA director who refuses to hire Gordon because  

he is Japanese. 

• Art Barnett, a young Quaker attorney who helps Gordon. 

•  Captain Ravisto tries to persuade Gordon to obey Executive 

Order 9066. 

•  Mary Farquharson runs a citizens’ action group that  

defends Gordon. 

Captain Ravisto
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Other Characters

•  Judge Lloyd Black rules that Gordon violates curfew and says 

Executive Order 9066 is legal. 

•  U.S. Marshal who runs the jail where Gordon spends his  

prison term. 

• Harold Evans, a lawyer who represents Gordon in court. 

•  U.S. Solicitor General Charles Fahy defends the U.S. government 

before the Supreme Court and says Executive Order 9066 is legal. 

•  Supreme Court Justice Frank Murphy says the government 

should not hold Japanese Americans in prison camps. 

 U.S. Marshal
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In this play, I will hear the derogatory term “Jap” to refer to 

persons of Japanese ancestry.  This is not a good term, and I 

will not use this term.  

Racial Slurs



HISTORY
HOLD THESE TRUTHS takes place before, during, and after  
World War 2.  

Before World War 2, Japanese immigrants and their American-born 
children were often mistreated because of their Japanese ancestry.   

Any American-born person is a U.S. citizen.  Japanese immigrants 
were not allowed to become U.S. citizens nor own land. A person  
of Japanese ancestry was often not allowed in restaurants or stores. 

When World War 2 broke out, President Roosevelt issued Executive 
Order 9066. This law sent people of Japanese ancestry, whether they 
were U.S. citizens or not, to prison camps called internment camps. 

The play is about how persons of Japanese ancestry were discriminated 
against and mistreated by the U.S. government because of their 
Japanese ancestry. 

Gordon Hirabayashi was a student at the University of Washington 
when World War 2 began.  He and his family were ordered to the 
internment camps.  He went to court to argue that Executive Order 
9066 was unconstitutional to send persons of Japanese ancestry to 
these prison camps when they had not done anything illegal. 

Inspired by Quaker beliefs that he should do what he thinks is right, 
even if the actions are unpopular, Gordon refused to obey Executive 
Order 9066 and is sent to jail.  

After many years, Gordon brought his case before the U.S. Supreme 
court – the highest court in the United States. In 1987, the Supreme 
Court ruled Executive Order 9066 was unconstitutional.

In 1988, the U.S. Congress voted to give some money to Japanese 
Americans who were sent to the camp as part of an apology  
from the U.S. government.    



TERMS
1/16th blood: During World War 2,  
the U.S. government decides that 
anyone with one-sixteenth Japanese 
blood should be considered Japanese.  
This means that anyone with just one 
great-great-great grandparent who was 
Japanese is called Japanese and will be 
sent to the prison camps.  

ACLU, or American Civil Liberties 
Union: An organization that protects the 
rights of American citizens as outlined 
in the U.S. Constitution.   

Alien Land Laws: These laws keep 
immigrants, mostly from Japan and 
other Asian countries, from owning 
land.  In 1920 and 1923, the laws 
expand to keep the children of Asian 
immigrants from owning land. 

Attorney General:  The lawyer who 
represents the U.S. government in 
legal matters.  During World War 2, 
the Attorney General is Francis Biddle. 
He opposes Executive Order 9066 but 
cannot keep President Roosevelt from 
putting the law into action. 

Axis:  The Axis nations of Japan, 
Germany, and Italy fight the United 
States and its allies during World War 2.  

Bar Association: A professional 
association of lawyers. 

Chonan: Japanese term for  
first-born son.  

Conscientious Objector: Men who 
refuse to fight in World War 2 because 
they believe fighting of any kind is 
wrong. Gordon is a Conscientious 
Objector. 

The Constitution: This document 
outlines the most important laws of the 
United States and describes the personal 
and legal rights of every American 
citizen.  All laws that are created in 
the U.S. must follow the Constitution.  
Gordon argues that Executive Order 
9066 is  “unconstitutional,” another 
way of saying it does not follow the 
Constitution.   

Curfew:  When World War 2 breaks 
out, Japanese-Americans are allowed 
to go only as far as five miles outside of 
their homes and only for certain hours. 
Gordon has to return to his college 
dorm room by 8 pm every night.  

Evacuation: Japanese-Americans who 
live on the West Coast are forced to leave 
their homes. 
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Executive Order 9066:  This law 
requires all people of Japanese ancestry 
on the West Coast to evacuate.  They are 
forced to move to prison camps. 

Fifth Amendment: The Fifth 
Amendment to the Constitution says 
that every American Citizen deserves 
fair legal treatment.  Gordon argues that 
Executive Order 9066 does not follow 
the Fifth Amendment because it sends 
Japanese Americans to prison camps 
without court trials or hearings. 

FBI or Federal Bureau of Investigation: 
A law enforcement agency that 
investigates and prevents domestic and 
international terrorism. 

Issei: Japanese term for people who 
move to the United States from Japan. 

Nisei:  Japanese term for American-born 
children of Japanese immigrants. 

Phi Kappa Phi: Academic honor society. 

Puyallup and Tule Lake: Two prison, 
or internment, camps, where Japanese-
Americans are forced to live. 

Quakers or members of the Society of 
Friends: A religious group that believes 
war or any kind of fighting is wrong.  
Many Quakers object to World War 2 
because of their beliefs and go to jail 
when they refuse to fight.  Gordon is  
a Quaker. 

Sansei: Japanese term for the 
American-born grandchildren of 
Japanese immigrants. 

The Supreme Court of the United 
States: The most important court 
in the country has the last word on 
all laws in the U.S.  Gordon and his 
lawyers argue before the Supreme 
Court that Executive Order 9066 is 
unconstitutional.  

Teamsters, or the International Order 
of Teamsters: A labor union that 
represents workers. 
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